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Summary
Offshore electromagnetic methods have proven to be a
useful addition to seismic exploration. But next to the need
to be imbedded in a seismic analysis, the main restriction
was its limited penetration depth. To change this limit and
its restriction to certain geological settings, we set out to
improve the existing system a hundred-fold. To achieve
this goal the positioning of the multi-component seabed
receivers and their noise floor was improved 10-fold.
Additionally, the source system was completely redesigned
to allow for amplitudes up to 10 000 amperes.
The system is designed to record beyond 3 km water depth
and can reach targets down to 4.5 km beneath the seabed.
We have tested the new system together with the standard
CSEM equipment in several field tests in the Norwegian
Sea and the results shown here confirm the envisioned
improvements, which open most areas worldwide for
CSEM exploration.
Introduction
Since the first survey in Angola in 2000 (Eidesmo et al.,
2002, Ellingsrud et al., 2002), the Controlled-Source

Electro-Magnetic (CSEM) method (Cox 1980; Chave and
Cox, 1982) has seen considerable development (Constable,
2010; Bhuiyan et al., 2013; Holten et al., 2014) and is now
an established tool for hydrocarbon exploration.
The penetration depth is limited for marine CSEM. The
reason for the limited penetration depth is the exponential
decay with propagated distance for electromagnetic fields
in conductive media. This exponential decay makes the
electromagnetic signal insensitive towards deeply buried
stratigraphy (Nguyen et al., 2016), including thin resistive
layers, since the signals from these deep structures may be
buried in the ambient noise. To overcome this limitation of
the CSEM technology, EMGS, Shell and Statoil have
executed a Joint-Industry Project (JIP) with the purpose of
constructing a next generation acquisition system. The
target was to increase the source dipole strength by a factor
of 10 and to also lower the noise floor of the receivers by
the same factor, measured from the 2011 state-of-the-art.
With an increase of a factor of 100 in signal-to-noise ratio,
the maximum imaging depth can be expected to increase by
2 km (Mittet and Morten, 2012). A prototype system with a
new source and 10 receivers was completed in July 2016
and installed on the EMGS vessel Atlantic Guardian.
Afterwards three successful field tests of the prototype

Figure 1: New antenna and new source on the Atlantic Guardian next to old antenna and the conventional sub-surface source during the field
tests.
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system have been carried out. Here, we provide some
details of this acquisition system together with the data and
preliminary inversion results from one of the field tests.
Hardware improvements
The source system consists of a high voltage onboard
power supply (24 kV) where the power is fed into the
subsea power supply through an umbilical. The 1.5 MW
subsea unit generates the waveform with amplitudes up to
10 kA to be transmitted by the horizontal electrical dipole
solid antenna system, which can be seen in Figure 1. The
subsea power supply is based on transistor inverter
technology, and high precision in the transmitted source
waveforms was demonstrated during the sea trials. The
subsea source power supply is acoustically positioned from
the vessel, and then the antenna is positioned relative to the
subsea power supply using several position transponders on
the antenna. To increase the accuracy of the positioning
during deep water towing, the subsea source navigation
system can position itself relative to a receiver when the
transmitter is close to that receiver. This information can be
used to correct the transmitter position for errors caused by
the long distance between the vessel and the transmitter and
hence increase the navigation accuracy.
The new receiver system (RxJ) is implemented with

electrical field sensors designed to have a very low
impedance to reduce the noise level. The magnetic field
sensors are induction coils designed to have high sensitivity
and low noise with respect to the size and weight. The
positioning system of the receiver also includes a unit for
acoustical measurement of the rotation of the sensor
system. A precision built-in signal generator in the receiver
system allows for advanced sensor calibration at the seabed
to further increase the accuracy of the data. The receiver
can do data processing for quality control purposes on the
seabed, and transmit these data to the vessel. The RxJ units
have a lower profile compared to the older Rx5 units to
minimize motion and strumming noise.
Field Test
Here we present some results from the first and smallest
test, which consists of 11 Rx5 and 10 RxJ receivers,
dropped along a south-north line and two inline towlines of
66 km each. Towline 1with the new prototype transmitter,
had a dipole moment of 2.5×106 Am. This represents 70
percent of the dipole moment for the planned commercial
version. Towline 2 has a lower dipole moment of
3.5×105 Am, the latter representing a conventional source
dipole but with 10 percent higher dipole moment than the
2011 reference dipole moment. The test lines run over a
producing field in the Norwegian Sea. This enables the

Figure 2: Typical plots for inline electric field amplitude a) and phase c) versus offset for the advanced system and the conventional system, for
three frequencies 0.1, 0.8, 3.2 Hz. Corresponding plots for the cross line magnetic field b) and d).
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verification of the inverted resistivity models against the
current hydrocarbon-column model of the field. The water
depth varies from 290 m to 350 m and the reservoir depth is
around 2600-2800 m below the sea surface with
hydrocarbon accumulated in a stack of Jurassic sand layers.
The field is heavily faulted with many compartmentalized
segments and limited communication. Since the test field is
in an area with relatively shallow water, has a large burial
depth in terms of CSEM acquisition, 20 years of production
and a significant number of compartmentalized segments
separated by some big faults, it is expected to be a
challenging CSEM target.
Measured Data
Figure 2 shows typical electric and magnetic data from the
next generation system and the reference system for three
different frequencies. Data for the next generation system
comes from an RxJ receiver and the new transmitter. Data
for the reference system comes from an adjacent Rx5
receiver and using the conventional transmitter dipole
moment. The transmitter waveform has the power focused
on the logarithmically spread frequencies 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8,
1.6 and 3.2 Hz.
We see in Figure 2a and 2c that the inline electric field
amplitude and phase of the next generation system is clean
and well behaved up to 20 km offset and beyond, while the
corresponding electric field amplitude and phase for the
reference dataset for 0.1 and 3.2 Hz start to become noisy
around 10 km. The reason for the early noise entrance for
0.1 Hz is the swell noise in shallow water environments.
The early noise entrance for 3.2 Hz is due to the increased
damping for higher frequencies. The field from a lower
amplitude transmitter simply disappears beneath the noise
level at far offsets. We also see in Figure 2b and 2d that the
magnetic amplitude and phase data for the next generation
system are clean and well behaved out to 20 km for 0.1 and
0.8 Hz, and up to about 17 km for 3.2 Hz. For the reference

system, the noise starts to enter already around 10 km for
0.1 and 0.8 Hz and the noise enters the magnetic data for
3.2 Hz already at 5 km offset.
The air-wave dominates the signal at large offsets, where
the responses from the target are located. Figure 2 shows
that this happens already at 4 km and 6 km for 0.8 and 3.2
Hz, respectively. The ability for the next generation system
to acquire good data for both for the electric and magnetic
field out to 20 km is thus very important for resistivity
imaging of the deeper stratigraphy, since imaging with
shallow water techniques like up-down separation
(Amundsen et al., 2006; Mittet and Gabrielsen, 2013)
requires low noise levels both for the electric and the
magnetic data.
Inversion comparison
To show that the improvement in the data quality also
provides improved resistivity imaging capability, we
present here initial inversion results obtained by inverting
data from the new prototype transmitter and from the
reference transmitter. All receivers were included in the
inversions. Data from the fourth receiver from the right was
not recoverable leaving a small hole in the dataset. The
blocky character of the fast-track inversion results in Figure
3 is a function of the coarse cell size and unrefined choice
of regularization parameters. Although these are
preliminary results, the inversions show the improvements
from the new system, as described below.
To invert the measured inline electric field and crossline
magnetic field, we used a pixel based, anisotropic 2.5 D
Gauss-Newton inversion (Hansen and Mittet, 2009). All
frequencies: 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6 and 3.2 Hz were used and
up-down separation was applied in the inversion to
attenuate the effect of the strong air wave. Maximum offset
used was 16 km. The initial model is a simple water and
formation model with formation resistivities of RV=2.8 and

Figure 3: Vertical resistivity obtained by inversion of data acquired with the new dipole (panel a) and old dipole (panel b). Red sections below
both panels show the reservoir section with larger thickness right beneath the receiver locations.
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RH=2.2 Ωm. Vertical and horizontal smoothness
regularization was used to stabilize the inversion. Both
inversions used identical initial model and parameter
settings and converged to a data misfit at 4 % in around 10
iterations.
We see that the inverted vertical resistivity model of data
from the new system (Figure 3a) shows two clear
anomalies at reservoir level. A very strong anomaly is
observed at the central, thick sand sections, no anomaly
imaged across the big fault (receiver 8 and 9 from the right)
where much of the reservoir sands have been eroded away
and a weaker anomaly over the reservoir segments on the
left-hand side. There is no anomaly beneath the second and
third receivers from the left, which confirms the poor
reservoir properties of these drilled segments. Note that the
resistivity anomalies are integrated results from the
responses from all hydrocarbon filled sand layers.
Figure 3b shows the inverted vertical resistivity model of
data from the reference. Here only a faint anomaly over the
whole field is reconstructed and placed slightly too deep.
The weak responses from the deep buried hydrocarbon
filled sand segments are most probably hampered by the
ambient noise in the data.
Conclusion
We have compared field test data from a next generation
node based CSEM acquisition system with data from a
reference conventional system in a shallow water
environment. The next generation system with much higher
transmitter dipole moment and more sensitive receivers
provides a step change improvement in the data quality,
with clean data for all source frequencies out to 20 km
offset compared to around 10 km offset for the reference
system.
The high data quality also provides clear improvements in
the inversion results. This was demonstrated by improved
imaging of a hydrocarbon accumulation under challenging
conditions. We expect a maximal imaging depth, relative to
the seabed, of up to 4500 m in future surveys with a
commercial version of the next generation acquisition
system.
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